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CHAPTER I 
FUNERAL PYRE 

 
 

E cleared the last signal light and 
headed out of town. I herded the 
department coupe through the thick 

traffic and kept my eye on the judge’s green 
sedan ahead. I had my hands full trailing him, 
for the little ex-jurist was a nifty driver and 
knew how to make time. And he had plenty of 
reason to be scared. It was a pretty nervy thing 
he had done, turning in the dope on his 
crooked partners. 

 
 We rolled out Singer Avenue with the 
judge leading by a couple of hundred feet. 
Nobody showed any interest in us. I watched 
the cross streets, alleys and the cars to our 
rear. Singer Avenue turned into a wide state 
highway. Dusk was closing around us. The 
judge turned on his lights and I followed suit. 

Another half mile and we turned off onto a 
graveled secondary road which led to 
Barnum’s home, a swell country place four 
miles from town. 

W  We hadn’t gone a mile when I knew 
something was wrong. A car with blazing 
headlights had turned in behind us and was 
overhauling us—plenty fast. I smashed down 
on my horn twice and the judge’s car led off 
with a tremendous spurt. 
 I tromped on my accelerator and hung 
close on his tail. The needle went up to 
seventy. Gravel sprayed from our wheels like 
hail. The sound of our going was like thunder. 
All three machines sped in a high cloud of 
dust shot through by the glaring headlights. 
 We didn’t have a chance. The car 
behind must have been doing eighty when it 
pulled up behind me and started around. I 
drove with one hand. The other was snaking 
my Smith and Wesson automatic from its 
hideout holster. Those devils behind me meant 
business. 
 Then I heard something that almost 
made my stomach turn over. Machine-gun 
fire! Chattering out, harsh and ugly and 
spiteful, above the roar of the cars. I didn’t 
feel anything, heard no slugs cutting through 
the metal of my coupe. But the next second 
my rear tires were bumping, my bus had gone 
crazy on the road and I was fighting it out of 
the ditch. 
 The car behind swept around me like a 
cyclone. A big black sedan. The judge’s car 
went over a hill with the other right after it—
and then my headlights were only glaring into 
a thick fog of dust and flying gravel. 
 I didn’t stop. I went lurching ahead on 
two flat tires, swearing, and foolishly holding 
the accelerator down to the boards. I finally 
made the top of the hill. In spite of the dust I 
could see what was happening ahead. 
 Judge Barnum’s car had gone into the 
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ditch at the bottom of the incline, curbed there 
by the black sedan. The rattle of a jabbering 
machine-gun came back to me and I could see 
it spitting fire like something gone mad. The 
green car, Judge Barnum, everything in it 
must have been riddled. 
 I kept bumping ahead. The machine-
gun went silent and for five tense seconds 
there was a deathly hush except for the 
echoes. I saw a figure or two darting about the 
two cars. Then the judge’s car suddenly burst 
into flame, roaring so high it lit the whole 
roadway. That fire was no accident, I knew. 
The car had been splashed with gasoline and 
then lit. 
 After that the black car lurched into 
gear, roared away and went over the hill like a 
comet. 
 I pulled up as close as the heat would 
allow. The machine was a mass of howling, 
hungry flames by now. There was nothing I 
could do but watch it burn. And there was a 
horrible, sickening odor to it. The odor of 
burning flesh. Human flesh. I shuddered. Here 
was the funeral pyre of Judge Hugh Barnum, 
the peppery little man whom I had set out to 
bodyguard to his home! 
 I was all raw and outraged inside. The 
little man had done a nervy thing to try and 
bust up a dirty ugly racket, and the first shake 
of the dice I let this happen to him while he 
was in my care. 
 It did things to me inside—made me 
sick, nauseated. And I’m no amateur either. 
I’d been undercover man for the D.A. for a 
year, and I’d been a F.B.I, special agent for 
two years before that—and a G-man is 
supposed to have cast-iron guts. 
 I was remembering what led up to all 
this. That afternoon Judge Barnum had come 
to Wilkins, the D.A., with a story it took 
plenty of courage to spill. Wilkins had called 
me in to sit in on it. The judge was a thin, 
small, ultra neat little man who had retired 
from a district judgeship three years ago to 

join a firm of well-known criminal lawyers. 
Lately he had been suspecting that something 
was screwy with the firm, and he had finally 
learned that their legal practice was a front—
that his three partners were up to their 
eyebrows in one of the ugliest rackets in 
crookdom—shaking down fugitives and 
escaped convicts. 
 
FERRETING out these frightened and hunted 
men—and there were scores of them hiding in 
a city the size of ours—Barnum’s partners got 
the goods on them, tapped their hidden 
incomes, or spoils from their crimes, or even 
their honest wages, for whatever the traffic 
would bear. Barnum had come to Wilkins 
with the whole story—and Wilkins had turned 
the case over to me. Barnum admitted that the 
law office was clean—a raid on it would 
uncover nothing incriminating. But 
somewhere—possibly at the home of the three 
men—there was a cache of their loot and all 
their damnable blackmail evidence. 
 I set wearily to work changing the tires 
on the department coupe. Luckily it carried 
two spares. While I worked, I tried to think. It 
looked mightily like the partners had 
somehow got wind of Judge Barnum’s move. 
I checked them over in my mind. Frank Potter, 
a dapper, brisk man of small stature, lean, 
middle-aged. Ira Hamer, cold-eyed and 
efficient, a man to be afraid of in court. Paul 
Callaway, pompous, portly, dignified. Had 
they plotted together to murder Barnum? If so, 
they knew he had already been to the D.A. and 
they’d move plenty fast now to cover their 
tracks. It meant I’d have to move faster to get 
anything on them. 
 Two motorcycle patrolmen came 
popping over the hill just as I got the coupe 
ready to roll. As they came up the gas-tank of 
the burning car let loose and splattered a 
barrier of the flaming liquid completely across 
the roadway. 
 I told them briefly what had happened 
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and left them in charge of the fiery wreck. I 
made time back to the edge of town and pulled 
up on crying rubber at the first drug store. In 
the phone booth I dialed the D.A.’s number. 
Luckily he had not left his office. 
 “Barnum’s just been machine-
gunned,” I told him bluntly and didn’t spare 
myself in giving the details. Wilkins has got 
sense—he knows the breaks go against you 
sometimes in this hectic game. “It means that 
bunch knows he turned ‘em in. They know, 
too, they’ll be plenty hot—and they’ll take 
their stuff and blow.” 
 “What do you want to do?” 
 “Put out a radio call for that kill-car. 
Black Olds sedan—probably with the 
windshield out so they could fire a machine-
gun over the dash. Send two men out to Frank 
Potter’s house to learn things. Send two to 
Callaway’s. Tell them to take the joints apart. 
Arrest the men on any charge to hold ’em. I’m 
going myself to Ira Harrier’s—it’s nearest 
here.” 
 “Want any help?” 
 “I’ll call you if I do.” 
 Right there I made a mistake. Lord 
knows I’m no hog for glory and don’t make a 
habit of tackling jobs solo that might require a 
squad. But I guess some sort of an inferiority 
complex was working overtime inside me. I 
had just made a nice black mark about the size 
and shade of a switch engine against my 
record, and was over anxious about redeeming 
myself. 
 
 

CHAPTER II 
POKER TROUBLE 

 
 

AMER’S house was a lonesome old 
place frowning on Hampton Parkway out 

beyond the line of street lights. It was on a 
half-block of ground, with cedars and other 
shrubbery around it, and looked as gloomy as 

I felt at the moment. 
 I curbed the coupe two blocks away 
and walked on toward the house. And I didn’t 
go clanking. I gum-shoed up to a side gate and 
stood in the shadow of a salt bush to look the 
house over. It was dark as a miner’s pocket, 
top to bottom, and I might have passed it up as 
deserted if there hadn’t been a tiny flash of 
light in one of the dark library windows. Just a 
wink—as if some one had momentarily 
flicked on a flashlight inside. 
 I stepped silently into the yard and, 
hugging the shadows of a line of hedge, crept 
along to the side porch, under an arbor. I 
waited here and listened. No sound came from 
the inside. I started across the porch for the 
door. 
 My foot touched something soft and 
lumpish on the concrete. I shuddered and 
halted, suddenly jittery with premonition. 
Slowly I knelt and groped about the cement 
floor. My hand encountered thick woolly 
fur—sticky fur. 
 It only took me seconds there in the 
dark to determine what the thing was. It was a 
police dog and it was dead—shot between the 
eyes. I puzzled over this. Why should anyone 
kill a dog except to prevent alarming the 
house? A shot would have caused greater 
alarm than the dog. Only one explanation 
came to me then. A silenced pistol. 
 I stood at the door, turned the knob. 
Stepped through into the abysmal blackness of 
a hallway. I didn’t like it a damn bit, but I 
went on, steering somehow around all the 
obstructions—chairs, tables, whatnots—in the 
hall. I found a door on my left and pushed it 
open. It squeaked a little on its hinges and I 
cringed. After a moment I moved across a 
wide room and dimly made out another 
door—open. 
 Then my luck played out on me. I 
inadvertently groped against a ladder-back 
chair, tipped it over and it fell on the floor 
with a noise that reverberated through the 

H 
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house like the crash of doom. 
 I stood still, frozen, listening. A 
guarded footstep up front. My gun was in my 
hand now. I moved into the next room, stood, 
backed against the wall. 
 Don’t ask me how I knew it. But I did 
beyond the slightest doubt. I wasn’t alone in 
here. Someone was across in the darkness on 
the other side! Moving only my arm, I groped 
along the wall until my fingers touched the 
light switch. I jabbed it. 
 The flood of light showed instantly 
that the person was gone now, the heavy 
portieres across just falling into place. 
 I leaped across the room, flung through 
the portieres, stabbing the Stygian darkness 
beyond with my flashlight, held in my left 
hand. The light struck the swift movement of a 
queer flopping figure that was darting for the 
hall doorway. Some one in a long black 
slicker, face masked in black, hat pulled low. 
Then the figure was gone into the great 
hallway beyond, and I went sprinting after it. 
 I didn’t get all the way across. I 
stumbled and fell. I scrambled up, but did not 
go on in pursuit. Instead, I turned back and 
turned the flashlight on the thing that had 
tripped me. 
 It was the body of Ira Hamer. He lay 
sprawled on his back, one leg doubled up 
grotesquely under the other. He was dead. I 
knew that from the glazed stare of his wide 
open eyes, his slack jaw. A red stain sopped 
his shirt front over his heart and drooled out 
on the carpet, staining it a reddish black. 
 He hadn’t been dead long. A little 
warmth was left in his body. And the faint 
odor of powder smoke still hung in the room. I 
stared down at him, feeling cheated. I had 
come here expecting to find Ira Hamer a 
murderer—and had found him murdered. 
 
THE killer—the figure in the black slicker and 
black mask—had just left this room! 
 I moved toward the hall, snapped on 

the lights in there. It was empty. I listened a 
moment. But no sounds came. I started toward 
the rear of the house. Room after room I 
passed, lighting them as I went. Finally I was 
back in the hallway which led to the side 
porch where I had entered. No sign of anyone 
in all my search. 
 Then I did hear the faint squeak of a 
door. Up front—up near the den where 
Hamer’s body lay. On the balls of my feet, 
softly as a cat, I started up there—not turning 
on the lights this time. At last I parted the 
portieres and peered into the dark den. 
 Something moved at the big desk. I 
stepped through, got my left fingers on the 
light switch, and my gun gripped in my right. 
 “Don’t move!” My voice cut 
dramatically across the hushed darkness. “I’ve 
got you covered and I’ll shoot.” 
 In the blazing light I stared across the 
room. Standing at the desk, staring back at me 
was a girl—a very trim, beautiful girl in a 
mannish suit. A desk drawer was open and she 
had just stepped away from it. A dead 
flashlight was in her hand. 
 Now I’m no moron and I can tell class 
when I see it. And this girl was class with a 
capital C. Not the flashy kind, all encrusted 
with diamonds and glitter—but somebody 
with culture and family and background. 
 But she was desperate. I read that in 
her eyes. More desperate than afraid of me 
standing with my gun on her. 
 “What did you kill him for?” I 
demanded. 
 She expelled her breath with a long 
gasp. “I didn’t.” 
 “Well—I’m sorry. I’ll have to hold 
you for the police. I’m an officer.” 
 I started toward her. She backed away. 
Her eyes went darting about. Could she have 
been the figure in the black slicker? It had 
been a slight figure, probably no taller than the 
girl. 
 “But I didn’t kill him—I didn’t!” She 
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was verging on hysteria. And it was no act. I 
know the real stuff when I see it. 
 “Then you won’t mind an 
investigation?” 
 The thought seemed to terrify her. She 
backed against the wall and stood with her 
arms spread, staring at me. I didn’t like this a 
bit—but I couldn’t forget that Ira Hamer had 
been murdered, with this girl on the spot. 
 “Who are you? What are you doing 
here?” 
 She controlled herself with a great 
effort. “I don’t have to talk.” 
 “No. But if you’re innocent, I thought 
you might want to help solve the murder.” 
 She looked at Hamer’s crumpled 
figure. Bitterness, contempt came in her face. 
“I haven’t the slightest desire to see his 
murder avenged. I’m glad he’s dead!” 
 Coming from her that was a jolt. And 
it wouldn’t help her case—with me or with the 
cops when they came on the case. I looked at 
her and came to a decision. I couldn’t see any 
hook-up between her and the killing of Judge 
Barnum. But there must be a connection 
between Hamer’s murder and the other one. 
 And if the girl knew anything to help, I 
needed to know it, and know it quick. 
 She had a little flat purse gripped tight 
in her hand. I reached out swiftly and snatched 
it from her. She cried out and grabbed to 
retrieve it. It came open and its contents 
spilled on the floor. A dozen little trinkets 
scattered about—compact, coins, mirror, a slip 
or two of paper and a key. 
 Still with one eye on her, I stooped to 
pick them up. One after another I stuffed them 
back in the bag, glancing at each as I did so. 
Nothing here told the girl’s identity. 
 I studied the key, a Yale key with 
letters and numerals stamped on it—STNBA-
612. 
 Puzzled, I slipped the key into my vest 
pocket. 
 I saw the girl move, like a darting bird, 

but I didn’t know until later what it was she 
hit me with. It was a brass poker which had 
been too near her hand, leaning there against 
the wall. And she did a good job with it. I 
remember slogging to my all-fours, while my 
head seemed to come off and go rolling across 
the floor. Then I flattened out and lost all 
interest in subsequent proceedings. 
 
HOW long I was out I don’t know. It couldn’t 
have been more than ten or fifteen minutes. 
My head was throbbing like a trip-hammer 
and there was a nice gash across my scalp 
which was oozing blood that trickled down 
my face. The room was dark as pitch, the 
whole house silent as a tomb. I staggered to 
my feet, stumbled across to the switch and 
snapped on the lights. Dazedly I stared around 
the room. 
 At first I thought it was a nightmare of 
my stunned brain. I stood rooted to the spot, 
just stared and stared at the place where Ira 
Hamer’s body had lain, unable for a long time 
to believe what I saw—or rather didn’t see. 
 For Ira Hamer’s body was no longer 
there! 
 
 

CHAPTER III 
BELLBOY’S TIP 

 
 

INALLY I moved across and examined 
the spot. The blood-stain was still there. 

Then I hadn’t dreamed it all. I drew a sigh of 
relief. 
 Then I felt in my pocket for the Yale 
key. It, too, was gone. 
 I made a round of the house, though I 
think I knew from the silence and from the 
feel of the place that I was entirely alone in it 
now. I found nothing, and came back to the 
den. I wasn’t ready to turn this over to 
Headquarters yet. I was at a dead-end and 
wanted to find some sort of lead before the 

F
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cops went tramping all over the place. 
 Back where the girl’s purse had 
flipped open I knelt and studied the floor. My 
hopes sank. Of course she had gathered 
everything up. But just as I was about to give 
up, my eye caught something white under the 
edge of the desk. 
 I snatched it up, studied it. A slip of 
paper, which she had missed because it had 
fluttered under the desk. It was a hotel memo, 
scribbled on a regulation telephone call blank. 
 
Room 813 
A party called while you were out but would 
not leave a number. Requests you be in your 
room at 2:30 and will call again. 
   Day Clerk,  

St. Elmo Hotel.  
 
 “Thank you, young lady, for leaving 
your address,” I said grimly, “Otherwise it 
might have been difficult to find you.” 
 I found something else in my search. I 
had pulled out the drawer of Hamer’s desk 
and looked through it. I found nothing of 
interest until I lifted the paper that lined its 
bottom. There on the pine I saw written, 
“STNBA-612.” The same thing that was 
stamped on the key in the girl’s purse! That 
lent new importance to the key now. 
 After that I found the telephone and 
called Wilkins. He was still on the job. Things 
had been happening too thick for him to get 
away this night. 
 “Send the Homicide boys out to take 
over Hamer’s place,” I said, and wearily 
began to recount the fiasco of my visit here. 
 He cut in. “Is anything the matter, 
Stacey? You feel all right?” 
 “Of course, I don’t feel all right!” I 
yelled back angrily. “My head’s bursting open 
and I feel like hell. But I’m telling you exactly 
what happened. Hamer’s body’s gone, but 
he’s been murdered—because I saw the 
corpse. You get Homicide on this quick and 

have enough men out here to take this house 
to pieces. They may find Hamer’s body and 
the loot from that fugitive protection racket. I 
can’t.” 
 “All right, all right! Anyway, Hamer’s 
is not the only body that’s disappeared, though 
we’re not sure the others are dead.” 
 “Who’s that?” 
 “Frank Potter and Paul Callaway have 
vanished. Both have been gone since last 
night. Same thing happened in each case. 
Somebody called for them at their homes and 
they never came back.” 
 “What do you make of all that?” I 
asked. 
 “Looks to me like one of their victims 
got sick of bungling up and started cleaning 
out the whole nest. Thought the judge was in 
on the racket, too, or else feared his blowing 
off would start an investigation that would 
turn up the victims as well as the victimizers.” 
 I frowned. My head was throbbing 
horribly. “Whoever’s doing this is after that 
partnership loot,” I said, and believed it. “One 
partner is killing out the rest—killer take all, 
see? Hamer’s dead, we know. Potter and 
Callaway have disappeared. One of them is 
doing the elimination stunt.” 
 “Fine. How’ll we know which one” 
 “Find the bodies. The one that’s not 
dead is the killer, of course.” 
 Wilkins laughed. He has a macabre 
sense of humor. “It sounds fantastic, Stacey. 
Anyway, we’ve got a lead on the Barnum 
killing. We found a gasoline can evidently 
thrown from the kill-car the other side of 
where the judge’s car burned. There was a 
fingerprint on it.” 
 “Did it match anything?” 
 “Yes. We were lucky. It was in the 
files. It belonged to a convict who escaped 
from San Quentin in 1932. A lifer who had 
killed a policeman in San Diego. Named 
Creepy Dan Moreley.” 
 “One of the Potter-Hamer-Calla-way 
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victims!” I cried. “Listen, Wilkins—wire out 
there and get all the dope on Moreley you can. 
Find out what his profession was before he 
was a criminal. He may be working at the 
same kind of job here.” 
 Wilkins said, “I’ll get it all for you, 
Stacey. And don’t feel too bad about the two 
busts—Barnum and Hamer. It’s the breaks. 
I’m still expecting you to carry on. Are you 
coming in now?” 
 “No. I got a date. With the girl who 
wielded the poker.” 
 “I’ll be damned! You’re sure your 
head’s all right?” 
 But I hung up on him.  
 I found the bathroom and scrubbed the 
blood from my face and stuck some adhesive 
tape on my head wound. There was some 
Scotch in the buffet in the dining room and I 
took a stiff drink of it. Two squad cars drove 
up and I turned the house over to Lieutenant 
Burnes without regret. Then I made my way 
up the street to where I had parked the coupe. 
 The St. Elmo Hotel is the best in town, 
and that’s the kind I’d have expected the girl 
to stop at. At the counter I took a look at the 
register. I didn’t find what I was looking for, 
so I showed my badge to the clerk and asked 
questions. 
 “Room 813—yes, sir. Miss Grace 
Starr. She’s been stopping here several days. 
Hope there’s no trouble, sir.” 
 I started to say, only a couple of 
murders and two kidnapings, but refrained and 
took the elevator. 
 There was a light showing through the 
transom of Eight-thirteen. I rapped on the 
door. 
 There was no hesitancy. The girl 
opened it so quick I got the idea she was 
expecting some one. 
 But she certainly wasn’t expecting me. 
She pressed knuckles against her cheek and 
stared at me. “You—” she gasped. 
 “Yes. I’m the man you hit with the 

poker, don’t you recall? Mr. Richards—Stacey 
Richards of the district attorney’s office.” 
 I pushed into the room, closing the 
door behind me. She retreated before me. 
 “How did you find me?” she asked. 
There was fear in her eyes now. 
 “It was very clever of me. It was all 
written down for me—and I read it.” I showed 
her the telephone memo. 
 
SHE sank down on the bed, still looking at me 
as if terrified. I dragged forward a chair and 
sat down. 
 “What do you want?” she asked 
finally. 
 “Well, after all, a murder’s been 
committed.” 
 “I didn’t do it.” 
 “Miss Starr, there’s no use stalling. 
You know you’re subject to arrest. You were 
there, your actions were suspicious. I’m not 
ready to put handcuffs on you yet—but I want 
some answers from you—and I want them 
straight. First, what happened to Ira Hamer’s 
body after you knocked me put with the 
poker—and where is it now?” 
 This time, I believed her surprise was 
genuine. “What—what do you mean?” 
 “I mean somebody carried the body 
away—and either you did it—or saw who 
did!” 
 “Oh, but believe me, I did neither. All 
I did was grab up my purse and things, turn 
out the light and get away from the house. 
Hamer’s body was still lying there when I 
left.” 
 “And you don’t know who took it?” 
 She shook her head, and somehow I 
believed her. 
 “All right, cross that one off. But you 
had a key—a most important key, stamped 
STNBA-612. I want that key and I want to 
know where you got it and what it unlocks.” 
 “I tell you I don’t know anything about 
it-nothing! I haven’t the key.” 
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 Now she was stalling. And I was 
boiling up under the collar. I jumped up and 
stood over her. 
 “Miss Starr, don’t be a fool! You can’t 
expect to hoodwink the law this way. These 
murders will be sifted to the bottom. The cards 
are stacked against you. If you don’t hand 
over the key to me, I’m going to lock that door 
and search every inch of this room and your 
person! It may be embarrassing.” 
 Her face was set in as grim and 
determined lines as an enticingly young and 
pretty oval face could be. She returned my 
look, stare for stare. Both of us were tense as 
stretched fiddle strings. A sharp knock on the 
door broke the tableau. 
 I leaped back against the far wall, drew 
my gun and jammed it in my coat pocket. I 
wasn’t going to be caught napping this time. 
 “Answer them—let them in—and act 
natural,” I ordered. 
 The girl seemed for a moment about to 
faint. She caught her breath, called, “who is 
it?” 
 “It’s the ice and mineral water you 
ordered, Miss Starr.” 
 “Oh, yes, of course.” 
 She opened the door and admitted a 
bellboy carrying a tray with a pitcher of ice 
cubes and two tall bottles. I stood back against 
the wall, feeling half sheepish, yet somehow 
feeling that it wasn’t all on the up and up. The 
bellboy put the tray on the dresser, turned 
back to the door. 
 “Is that all, Miss Starr?” 
 “Yes. Here you are, boy.” She tipped 
him and closed the door behind him. I relaxed. 
 I locked the door. And set to work. I 
went over the room and adjoining bathroom 
with a fine tooth comb. I ransacked every inch 
of the place—and two years in the F.B.I, has 
taught me how to do a real job at that sort of 
thing. The result was nil. 
 “You’re next, Miss Starr. If you prefer 
I’ll take you down to headquarters and let a 

matron search you.” 
 “But I haven’t the key. I really 
haven’t.” 
 I looked at her. She seemed greatly 
relieved, no longer under the strain she had 
been before. 
 
THE truth dawned on me then, staggered me a 
little. I cursed myself for a blind fool. The 
bellboy! Instead of tipping him she had 
handed him the key! 
 I unlocked the door and flung out into 
the hall. I jabbed my finger on the down 
button and held it there until an elevator came. 
I rode down and made tracks for the night 
manager’s office. 
 It wasn’t long until I had every bellhop 
in the place lined up in there. I looked them all 
over and my hopes sank. The one who had 
come to Grace Starr’s room was not there. 
 “Is this every man on duty here 
tonight?” 
 The bell captain checked over a roster. 
“There’s one missing,” he said finally. “He 
was here thirty minutes ago.”  
 “Who is he?”  
 “Mike Starley.”  
 “Get me his home address.” The 
manager was accommodating enough. He 
furnished the address, and I rode out to the 
place only to find that it was a vacant lot. I 
drove back to headquarters feeling plenty low. 
Twice murder had struck right under my nose, 
twice Grace Starr had outwitted me—and still 
I was in as much of a fog as before I started. 
 But I got busy with some telegrams 
and within an hour I knew all about Miss 
Grace Starr. She was an orphan belonging to 
an old and rich family in St. Louis. Socialite, 
up-and-up. But she had a bad brother. 
Younger than Grace by three years. He’d got 
in a night club row and allegedly killed a 
college student over a hat-check girl. His trial 
had been twice postponed because the 
prosecution couldn’t get the evidence against 
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him. Out under heavy bond, young Starr had 
jumped it, been a fugitive for eight months. St. 
Louis wired a description of him, and then I 
knew how big; a sap I’d been. Beyond a 
doubt, the bellboy, Mike Starley, was Grace 
Starr’s brother, Mitchell Starr. 
 I bent over and invited Wilkins to kick 
me. But he didn’t. He frowns on horseplay. 
 More news came that night. A wire 
from San Diego. Creepy Dan Moreley, the 
man who had left a fingerprint on the gasoline 
can near the Barnum killing had been an 
embalmer in the days before he turned 
criminal. I wired them to wirephoto his 
picture—a business we work through the 
cooperation of the News-Journal. Then I went 
home and went to bed. 
 It was not until late the next day that I 
realized his being an embalmer merited more 
than a routine investigation. 
 
 

CHAPTER IV 
TWO IN A GRAVE 

 
 

HE next day was a hellcat for false leads, 
rumors, wasted effort and general misery. 

Of course, the whole business broke in the 
papers in a dozen garbled and conflicting 
accounts. And my name blazed from the 
headlines, when it had been our policy to keep 
my work out of publicity. All in all, I had 
plenty besides a reaction from my head injury 
to make me sore. 
 By five o’clock we had accomplished 
exactly nothing. Every cop in the city had 
raked his beat in search of the body of Hamer, 
as well as of Potter and Callaway. Cars were 
searched, lakes dragged, storm sewers 
searched, cellars and vacant houses examined. 
Radio dragnet was put out. But the only result 
was a sore and touchy police force, frazzled 
nerves and indigestion for everybody. It didn’t 
stand to reason that one—or perhaps three—

bodies could be hidden anywhere in the city 
and not be turned up by that search. 
 Homicide cooperated fine—even if 
they did gripe about it. When the wirephoto of 
Creepy Dan Moreley came in, Chief Danvers 
and I went into a huddle. We showed it to six 
plainclothes men and started them out in pairs 
chocking over all the undertaking 
establishments in town for sight of an 
embalmer with a face like that. 
 Grace Starr’s hotel room was under 
surveillance, with orders I was to be phoned 
the minute she left it. Also her telephone had 
been tapped and two detectives were spelling-
each other listening in. 
 At five o’clock I lounged in Wilkins’ 
office and read through the afternoon paper 
down to the last want ad. Then suddenly I had 
a hunch. Creepy Dan Moreley was an 
embalmer. That suggested funerals. I turned to 
the obituary column, my hand shaking a little 
because of the idea suddenly blooming in my 
brain. 
 I read the death notices; there were a 
dozen or more. But I was looking for two—or 
three—funerals by the same undertakers. I 
found two; conducted by the Breuslauf 
Funeral Home, interment in Shady Rest 
Cemetery that morning. The deceased were 
both people unknown to me, but names were 
not stopping me just then. 
 I jumped to the telephone and called 
the numbers of those homes, one after the 
other. I offered condolences as a friend and 
hung up, feeling sold out. They were genuine 
funerals all right, and genuine deaths. 
 “What in hell’s got into you?” Wilkins 
asked, 
 “Get an order to open two graves,” I 
returned. “And give me a pick and shovel 
squad to do the digging. Also send two of 
those men on the Creepy Dan detail to the 
Breuslauf place. See if the embalmer there 
isn’t Creepy. But if it is, don’t let him know 
he’s spotted until I get back!” 
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 Wilkins frowned. “Opening graves is 
bad business unless you know what you’re 
doing. Do you?”  
 “I think I do.” 
 The Shady Rest is an old cemetery 
with a great many trees and perfectly 
landscaped grounds. It’s a highly respected 
and revered place. The old caretaker threw a 
fit when I told him what we wanted. But he 
respected my badge and the writ I showed 
him. He led the way, muttering complaints, to 
the first of the newly made graves. 
 I had a uniformed cop and four husky 
men with me. I started them removing the 
flowers carefully, until they uncovered the 
mound of new earth. None of them liked the 
job. Sweat was already pouring from their 
faces and their eyes were grim. 
 They started digging, working two 
men at a time. It was dark now and the 
hovering trees seemed weird and spectral. The 
hollow thud-thud of the picks and the 
monotonous chuff of the dirt as they shoveled 
it out was unnerving—and I felt the tension 
tighten almost unbearably as they came nearer 
and nearer to the casket. More than once the 
men stopped to groan and mop sweat from 
their faces. At last a pick thunked on the pine 
outer box. 
 I was kneeling staring over there into 
the pit, flashlighting the dark interior. How 
sepulchral the shovels sounded as the dirt was 
raked from the pine lid! 
 Then the men were working with the 
lid, raising it, disclosing the silver handled 
grey coffin beneath. 
 “Open it up,” I said. 
 They unbolted and raised the upper 
portion of the coffin top. I threw my flashlight 
glow on the glass there and stared at the face 
under it. It was the shrunken, lined face of an 
elderly man I had never seen before. 
 “Well, I guess you’re satisfied,” the 
cop said heavily. 
 “No, not yet. Lift the whole lid off the 

coffin.” 
 I was goaded by suspense as they 
worked at this. But at last they opened the lid 
full length and again the flashlight’s rays 
stabbed down into the grave. 
 
EVERY man there cried out at the desecration 
we saw. Closely packed and doubled up in the 
lower portion of the coffin was the body of a 
second man. We had to turn the face upward 
to see who it was. We saw the pudgy face of 
Paul Callaway—now slack in death. 
 “Lift it out and put it in the patrol car,” 
the cop said wearily. 
 While we went on to the other grave, 
my mind was filled with questions. Who 
would be the unwelcome sharer of that coffin? 
Frank Potter or Ira Hamer? And if Creepy Dan 
Moreley had killed all three of these men, to 
free himself of the menace of their knowledge, 
where had he disposed of the third body? 
 Thirty minutes later, part of my 
questions were answered. We had opened the 
other new grave, unsealed the coffin and had 
discovered in it—packed exactly as 
Callaway’s had been—the body of Ira Hamer. 
 I was fully convinced now of Creepy 
Dan Moreley’s complete guilt, that he had 
murdered not only all three of the partners 
victimizing him, but Judge Barnum as well. 
That somewhere, possibly in another such 
grave, we would eventually find the body of 
Frank Potter. 
 As we drove back to town with our 
grisly cargo, I curbed the coupe I was driving 
at a suburban drug store and sought a 
telephone. I called Wilkins. 
 “News,” I said. “We’re bringing in 
Hamer and Callaway—both shot through the 
heart.” 
 “I was afraid of that,” Wilkins said. 
“Looks like Dan Moreley has cleaned up that 
racket for us, doesn’t it?” 
 “Yes, and he took poor Judge Barnum 
along as tarred with the same brush. Moreley 
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is smart. But for a hunch we might never have 
found these bodies. And with no corpus delicti 
we could never have convicted him of the 
crimes.” 
 “Well, he’s good as hung now!” 
 “You mean—” 
 “I mean the boys we sent out to 
Breuslauf’s have spotted Creepy Dan 
Moreley—got a glimpse of his face. He’s 
working out there as an embalmer, under the 
alias of Henry Stallings. 
 I was suddenly filled with elation. A 
dirty racket had wiped itself out and the killer 
of four men would soon be in our hands. “I’ll 
meet you two blocks this side of the Breuslauf 
place—and we’ll close in.” 
 Wilkins was already there when I 
arrived. We parked the cars and stepped along 
toward the funeral home. 
 It was a huge dwelling, built along old-
fashioned lines. There was a floodlight across 
the green lawn which gave a weird ghostliness 
to the shrubbery. A neon sign in the corner, 
with its odd brilliance, lent incongruity to the 
somber dim-lit house itself. 
 An unctuous manager met us in the 
office. His manner changed immediately when 
we told him our business. 
 “The embalming-room is in the 
basement, gentlemen. That’s where Stallings 
is now. I sincerely hope there’ll be no undue 
disturbance. There are guests here with loved 
ones in state—” 
 “Don’t worry,” Wilkins said shortly. 
“Show us where to find the basement stairs.” 
 Low voices of the few people in the 
place only accentuated the profound and 
oppressive silence. The manager led us 
silently over soft carpets and pointed out a 
door. 
 “Come on,” Wilkins clipped. “Five 
men are picketing the outside. Your gun 
working?” 
 I nodded and soundlessly pushed open 
the door. Narrow carpeted stairs led 

downward. We descended stealthily, brought 
up before another door. 
 I turned the knob, shoved the door 
open and leaped through, my gun out. 
 Nothing happened. The lights were on 
full. It was a big square room with marble 
white walls and a white tiled floor. Around 
three sides ran a vitrous-surfaced shelf which 
drained off into a white sink. Overhead were 
small cranes reaching out from the wall like 
long, glistening white and skeleton-thin arms. 
I knew these were for handling the bodies. On 
a marble-white rolling table lay a nude corpse. 
But one quick glance told me 1 did not know 
the face. 
 Then my glance, sweeping the room, 
came to rest with a jerk on a huddled form in 
the far corner. Wilkins, beside me, gave an 
exclamation, and we both went striding over 
to stare down at the still body of Creepy Dan 
Morley! 
 I knew the face at once, from the 
wirephoto. A lined and drawn face, seeming 
more troubled than vicious. 
 Neither Wilkins nor I needed to stoop 
for an examination. We knew that the man 
was dead; could see the blood soaked bullet 
wound over his heart. We had come here for a 
murderer—and found instead another victim. 
 
 

CHAPTER V 
RESURRECTION AND DEATH 

 
 

ILKINS was the first to break the 
silence. “Looks like your first hunch 

was right. Nobody’s left now but Frank Potter, 
guess he was forcing Creepy Dan to help him, 
burning the judge’s car and disposing of the 
other bodies in the coffins. Then when Potter 
was through with him—he shot him.” 
 “With a silenced pistol. Otherwise the 
shot would have alarmed everybody here.” 
 Wilkins looked as if he tasted 
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something bitter, “Now we’ve got to find 
Potter. He’s smart too. Well—we’ve spiked 
his corpus delicti idea, but he may be long on 
the lam by now.” 
 The manager was rubbing his hands, 
waiting anxiously for us at the top of the 
basement stairs. He opened his mouth like a 
goldfish with horror when we told him about 
Creepy Dan Moreley. 
 He said after gulping several times: 
“You’re wanted on the phone, Mr. Richards. 
Somebody in a hurry.” 
 I made tracks for the office and took 
the receiver. It was Brown, one of the men we 
had tapping Grace Starr’s telephone. 
 “Somebody called her about thirty 
minutes ago,” Brown said. “Somebody she 
seemed plenty scared of. Asked her to come to 
1803 Boxer Street—and bring the key. She’s 
gone there to meet him now!” 
 Things began to click in my brain then, 
pieces falling into place. I hung up with a 
bang and turned on Wilkins. 
 “You take care of the routine with 
Moreley and pray for luck for me!” I said, 
“I’m taking a fast ride. If things are the way I 
think they are, I’ll bring you back the killer!” 
 “How about somebody to help?” 
Wilkins called as I made for the door. 
 “The men tailing Grace Starr will be 
close around,” I called back over my shoulder. 
 I was running at full speed by the time 
I hit the sidewalk. Grace Starr thought she was 
making a trade—but she was walking into a 
trap. 
 The pieces were fitting together. The 
girl’s brother had managed to slip the key 
back to her. And I knew what it was the key 
to, now. The safety deposit box where the law 
firm’s loot and incriminating evidence were 
cached. If it had been a private safe the key 
would not have been so vital—the lock could 
be forced or the safe blown. But a person 
could hardly go into a bank vault and start 
blowing the boxes open! 

 STNBA-612. How simple it all was 
now! State National Bank, Box Number A-
612! 
 Grace Starr had got the key at 
Hamer’s, of course. But she had been unable 
to use it to remove the evidence against her 
brother—as the officials at the bank would not 
allow a stranger to open the box. On the other 
hand, the murderer, though he’d probably 
have to work a subterfuge to get to the box, 
was checkmated without the key. 
 Grace Starr thought she was making a 
deal—the key for the evidence against her 
brother. But the murderer could hardly make 
such a bargain without betraying his identity. 
So I knew that the girl was walking to her 
death as surely as she met the man at 1803 
Boxer Street. 
 I cut corners on two wheels. I ran 
through two red lights, scraped a truck and left 
behind me the shrilling whistles of traffic 
cops. But in seven minutes I was turning into 
Boxer Street, a strip of bad paving in a cheap 
west end addition. 
 I parked in the fourteen hundred block, 
where the street lights played out and walked 
casually ahead. It was a lonely stretch of drab 
dark houses, whose hard-working inhabitants 
had long since retired for the night. 
 Eighteen hundred block was only half 
built up—four or five cottages. There was a 
vacant lot on the corner. The cottage beside it 
then would be 1803. Even in the darkness it 
appeared unoccupied. No shades or curtains at 
the windows and the grass on the scant lawn 
was tall, unkempt, weedy. I crouched in the 
shadow of a sycamore and waited. 
 Presently a taxi came up, halting 
across the street to disgorge a passenger, then 
driving on. It was Grace Starr and she walked 
directly across the street, paused a moment to 
stare at the forbidding, lightless and empty 
house, then started up the walk. It must have 
taken plenty of courage for her to enter that 
place. 
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 Swiftly I ran across the lawn to 
overtake her. She gave a startled glance 
around, ran up the steps and the next instant 
was inside the dark door. I drew my gun, 
stepped across the porch and yanked at the 
door. It opened easily and I stepped across the 
threshold into a pitch-black room. 
 I stood a second debating, I could see 
nothing but blackness, even no dim shapes of 
furniture. Then from the rear of the house, the 
silence was shattered by a terrified scream, 
which was instantly and suggestively cut 
short. 
 The girl! She was already in the 
killer’s hands! 
I sprinted forward as I drew my gun. I found a 
door, snatched it open, plunged into a hallway. 
I groped for the light switch, pushed it—but 
no light came on. I ran on, found another open 
doorway and went through. 
 “Grace! Grace!” I called at the top of 
my voice. “Where are you?” 
 From somewhere back in the void her 
voice, breathless, answered me. “The 
basement—but don’t follow— he’ll kill you 
too!” 
 I snapped on my flashlight, went 
rummaging through those rear rooms. They 
were all vacant, even bare of furniture. Then I 
opened what appeared to be a closet door. I 
saw narrow steps leading down into a yawning 
and abysmal black pit. A dank, raftered place 
from whence I sensed danger as alive as some 
crawling thing. 
 Back pressed against the wall, my 
flashlight dark now, I waited, waited for some 
move, some sign below. When I could stand 
the breathless silence no longer, I took step 
after silent step downward, knowing beyond a 
doubt I was walking toward death, waiting, 
poised to strike. 
 At last my feet touched the cold 
concrete floor. I slithered forward, soundless_ 
as a snake, my fingers curved tight around the 
trigger of my gun. The suspense was an 

agony. In which direction was the danger? 
Where was Grace Starr? 
 Now I could hear labored gasps. The 
girl’s terrified breathing! I could see the vague 
grey outline of the furnace but nothing else. 
The killer was waiting for me, waiting for me 
to make some betraying sound or movement. 
 There came a rustle of movement. A 
foot scuffed on the concrete. I whirled to my 
right, glaring into the darkness, gun pointing 
that way. 
 Someone chuckled, a harsh, ugly 
sound that chilled me like an icy wind. A 
voice spoke, the same rasping voice. 
 “Shoot, Mr. Richards. Go ahead and 
shoot into that corner. You’ll riddle the pretty 
Miss Starr!” 
 I tried to place the sound, but couldn’t 
for a moment. Then suddenly I realized it 
came from above—up in the rafters. Then 
something like a huge and fluttering bat flung 
down from just over me. Heels crushed down 
on my shoulders and crashed me to the floor. 
Hands clutched at me. I twisted, writhed away 
and slugged hard at where I thought the face 
was, trying desperately at the same moment to 
bring my gun on the fighting figure. 
 My blow glanced harmlessly off. I 
whirled around to fire point-blank into the 
black thing—and took an almost stunning 
blow on the back of the head. I stumbled to 
my knees, still clutching slick, rubberized 
cloth—a slicker. 
 A gun went off nearly in my face, half-
blinding me. Its blaze burned my cheek. I 
leaped back and fired, but heard the bullet 
ricochet off the concrete. Then in a single leap 
I was around the corner of the furnace. 
 I crouched there peering out. I could 
hear my assailant breathing hard. I watched 
and waited. How long we were like that I 
don’t know. My sleeve rubbed against the 
furnace, making a slight noise. Instantly the 
gun fired and the bullet clanged like a gong 
against the furnace. 
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 I fired at the flash. Heard the sickening 
thuck of lead against flesh and felt, rather than 
saw, the black figure falling to the floor. 
 But he wasn’t done for. Not yet. He 
fired back and the bullet cut across my left 
shoulder like a white-hot knife. I fired again 
and drew another shot. And fired again and 
again. 
 “You take a hell of a lot of killing,” I 
gritted, a little berserk. 
 But he was dead now. No more shots 
came from him, no rustle of movement. I left 
him lying there while I strode across to Grace 
Starr. My flashlight showed she was bound 
and gagged. But it didn’t take me long to 
remedy that and lift her to her feet. At that 
moment there were heavy footsteps in the 
house above and shouts and calls. 
 My answer brought the men below—
Wilkins who had got the address from Brown, 
the man tapping Grace’s telephone—and the 
two sleuths who had been tailing Grace Starr 
and let her give them the slip. 
 We gathered around the figure in the 
black slicker and black mask, flashlights 
pouring down on him. Wilkins stooped and 
swiftly stripped the mask from the dead face. 
 “Judge Barnum!” he cried. 
 I wasn’t surprised. In fact that killing 
in the car had seemed phony from the first—
and then a man who worked three years with a 
trio of partners and didn’t know they were 
crooked—well, it just wouldn’t wash! 
 “He was playing a murder game with 

us,” I said. “He had already killed Frank 
Potter when he came to tell you his tale of 
woe, Wilkins. He had the body in his car then! 
He asked for me to trail him home—so that 
I’d be a witness to the killing. Creepy Dan 
Moreley—forced to help the judge because of 
the hold Barnum had on him—was posted out 
to follow us, cripple my car, then fire the 
machine-gun into the judge’s—after Barnum 
was safely out of it and into the black sedan. 
He killed Potter, Hamer and Callaway to get 
the partnership loot—and the key to the lock 
box. He killed Creepy Dan because we found 
Hamer’s and Callaway’s bodies and traced 
them back to Moreley, whom the judge knew 
would squeal. And the body disappearances 
weren’t altogether on account of the corpus 
delicti angle. Barnum turned his partners in to 
us so their disappearances would look like 
they’d got wind and taken it on the lam.” 
 We opened the lock box the next day 
and found enough loot to tempt a man of 
Hugh Barnum’s ilk to go on a killing spree. 
We found evidence that started a big round-up 
of wanted criminals hiding out in our city. But 
Mitchell Starr had jumped the gun on us. He 
had caught a plane and left for parts unknown. 
We think he’s somewhere in South America 
now. 
 And I don’t know that I’m sorry. 
Because—well, because Grace Starr was 
mighty wrapped up in her rascal brother—and 
now I’ve gone and gotten wrapped up in 
Grace. 

 


